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High 
times

story + photography  
by barb sligl

In the French Alps  
of Val d’Isère



previous page, clockwise from top left Dancing on the table at La Folie Douce; high 
above the Solaise; ski instructors taking a lunch break at Le Refuge de Solaise; 
one of the many charming chalets scattered across Val d’Isère village in its “Y” 
valley this page, from top Selfie-attracting sign high up on the Bellevarde side of Val 
d’Isère ski resort; fresh-baked bread with the Haute-Savoie region’s crest—and 
as only the French know how to make—at Le Refuge de Solaise restaurant; the 
stunning view from Le Refuge de Solaise, high above the village of Val d’Isère 
opposite page, clockwise from top left Two very perfectly behaved dogs at two-Michelin-
star Chef Benoît Vidal’s Le Gourmet Bistrot in Le Fornet; it’s hard not to just stop, 
sit and stare at the 360-degree mountains on Val’s sunny ski slopes; the slopeside 
perched “kiosque” at La Folie Douce; stone chapel in the old village of Val d’Isère

t r a v e l t h e  w o r l d

T
he road is quite sinuous,” says my driver, as we twist 
and turn through the Haute-Savoie region of France, 
up, up, up into the Alps. It’s snowing. Peaks loom above 
and valleys plunge below. It’s a three-hour car ride 
from Geneva airport to Val d’Isère in the French Alps, 
and when we pull up to a chalet on the edge of town, I 
emerge into a storybook setting. Flocked trees, soaring 
snowdrifts, downy slopes, piercing peaks. And the deep 
quiet and glow that comes from all that noise-absorbing 

and light-reflecting white powder.
My base while in Val, as the town is nicknamed by vacationing Brits, is 

a pretty-as-a-picture classic ski chalet: stone walls, reclaimed wood beams, 
roaring fireplace, fur throws…fully serviced with a staff that includes a chef 
who’s worked in a Michelin-starred restaurant. It’s one of a handful of “Hip 
Hideouts” in the village, but from here, at the tip of one fork of the “Y” shape 
of Val, I can tumble out of bed and straight into the mountains or slide 
“downtown.” It’s ski in/ski out extraordinaire.

Val d’Isère sits high (1,850 metres high!) in the Tarentaise valley in the 
Vanoise National Park. I could ski across the border on that glorious powder 
(eight metres of it every winter) into Italy. But with more than 300km of 
marked runs and access to the Solaise mountain (so called for all the sun 
it gets) right from the centre of the village, I stick to the French side of the 
Alps. This is where the country’s oldest cable-car station is, now transformed 
into a swish hotel, France’s highest: Le Refuge de Solaise. It’s a James Bond-
worthy outpost high above the village, where you can “be the spectator of 
the sunset and sunrise at 2,551 metres of altitude,” as Le Refuge’s Director of 
Communication, Anne Olivieri, tells me. And then, Bond-style, you can make 
first tracks in the morning on piste M or the black-level Rhône-Alpes (which 
also serves as the World Cup women’s downhill course) back into the village.

The hotel just opened this past December, but the restaurant-with-a-
view has served haute (in all its connotations) cuisine since last ski season. 
This isn’t your standard ski-resort-cafeteria fare. It’s here that I have lunch 
between runs off the Solaise, as only the French do: a glass of Rousette (a 
Savoie AOC, Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée, wine), traditional tartiflette with 
local reblochon cheese (from a nearby farm, bien sûr), a sample of Beaufort, 
“the prince of Gruyère” (produced only at a certain altitude, from certain 
cows), and then tiramisu (remember, Italy is just down the other side of 
these mountains…and my Italian ski instructor gives the dessert his hearty 
approval). Bon appétit!

Post lunch, I ski from the Solaise to the Bellevarde side of the resort. La 
Face de Bellevarde is a legendary black piste (with a gradient of 71% at its 
steepest), and the 1992 Winter Olympics men’s downhill run. After staying 
upright down this wall of snow, I want to simply rest and refuel at another 
gourmet restaurant, La Peau de Vache, that overlooks La Face. But there’s 
still La Grande Motte to tackle, where the gondola takes me to 3,456 metres 
below its peak. The vastness of the ski area (157 runs, 72 lifts, 1,900 metres 
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of vertical) is exhilirating. And it countinues into Tignes, the adjoining ski 
resort. You can ski endlessly in the Haute-Savoie Alps it seems, down and 
down and down into the valley. 

After five (or was it six?) peaks in one day, I make my turns to the top of 
La Daille gondola, where the après-ski rite of passage is ending the day at 
La Folie Douce. The “sweet madness” is an open-air burlesque-style show 
with 360-degree mountains as the backdrop and flowing (and flowing and 
flowing) Champagne. It’s delirious and delicious. There’s a cheese cave (more 
Beaufort!) and a kiosque perched over the edge of a ski run with views of 
Mont Blanc in the distance. Quelle expérience!

Back in the village for more après-ski, I have a rosé at Cocorico with some 
flamboyant and très happy skiers. The joie de vivre is infectious and I follow 
it throughout the snowy streets, which are like a stage set for “authentic ski 
village.” I happen upon a museum-like display of Jean-Claude Killy’s skis, the 
champion skier who hails from Val, and all sorts of ski accoutrements, from 
ski run signs, including “Face,” to omnipresent hooks and racks for helmets 
and skis and snowboards. I even have a rather ski-themed dessert at La Luge: 
Le Mont Blanc, a decadent peak of crème de marrons with meringue that 
mimics pillowy snowdrifts.

I wander into a pâtisserie (Maison Chevallot, known for croissants that 
rival any in Paris), where people still in ski gear are lining up for bread or 
the tourte Savoyarde au Beaufort, and an also-packed fromagerie, where 
another regional cheese, Tomme, is flecked with grass and truffles. At this 
cheese shop, La Fermette de Claudine, the third-generation cheesemaker 
herself (oui, Claudine!), tells me that her farm (just over there, she points) has 
23 cows. Perhaps they produced that Beaufort and Reblochon de Savoie I 
tried up on the Solaise, the herbaceous and flowery aroma coming from the 
mountain pastures they graze on.

My final day here, I sample yet more fromage at yet another purveyor 
of fine French food. In the village of Le Fornet, one of the highest in France 
that’s farther up the road from Val and near the Iseran pass, is L’Atelier 
d’Edmond, where Chef Benoît Vidal has received two Michelin stars. On my 

last ski run, I swoosh down the Mangard piste (making a 
pitstop at the impossibly adorable L’Edelweiss chalet for 

an aperitif of bubbly…because skiing in the French 
Alps is so civilized), right into Le Fornet and the 

entrance of the Michelin-starred restaurant.
Lunch in the adjoining Le Gourmet Bistrot 

is being made by Chef Vidal himself. And 
inside are two perfectly behaved dogs, sitting 
demurely under the table at the feet of their 
owner. Only in France. I have another glass of 
Roussette, that white grape variety of Savoie, 

rillette de canard, crozets (a Savoie pasta) with 
champignons, and crème brûlée au sapin (fir 

infused!). Divine. After which, I reluctantly depart 
and slowly descend from this alpine reverie, 

twisting and turning, back through the Haute-Savoie 
Alps to Geneva. Coming down the mountain is coming 

down from a Val d’Isère high. Which is très haute, indeed.  

 
if you go

STAY at one of the hip hideouts 
chalets: hiphideouts.com. or make 
like James bond on a mountaintop 
at Le refuge de solaise: lerefuge-

valdisere.com/en/. SKI and get your 
winter fix all the way into May—
Val has one of the longest ski 
seasons with the most snow: 

valdisere.com. 

this page, from top Lounging in the sun atop the Solaise—with Le Refuge de Solaise 
in the background, overlooking the valley and village below—is de rigueur après-
ski at Val d’Isère; lunch (yes, on a ski hill!) at Restaurant L’Étincelle, another 
fine-food outpost (think truffles, foie gras, Savoie cheese from neighbouring 
farms) near the bottom of the Solaise side of Val, by the Solaise cable car and the 
Stade piste…ski-in via pistes M and Rhône-Alpes; a happy après-ski partaker at 
Cocorico at the base of the Solaise side of Val d’Isère


